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Abstract A recent White House Council Report on Women
and Girls called attention to sexual assault on college campuses

and encouraged continued research on this important public

health problem.Media that sexually objectify women have been
identified by feminist scholars as encouraging of sexual assault,

but some researchers question why portrayals that do not feature

sexualassaultshouldaffectmen’sattitudessupportiveofviolence
against women. Guided by the concepts of specific and abstract

sexual scripting inWright’s (CommunicationYearbook35:343–

386,2011)sexualscriptacquisition,activation,applicationmodel
of sexual media socialization, this study proposed that the more

men are exposed to objectifying depictions, the more they will

thinkofwomenasentities that exist formen’s sexualgratification
(specific sexual scripting), and that this dehumanizedperspective

onwomenmay then be used to inform attitudes regarding sexual

violence against women (abstract sexual scripting). Datawere
gathered from collegiatemen sexually attracted towomen (N=

187). Consistentwith expectations, associations betweenmen’s

exposure to objectifying media and attitudes supportive of vio-
lenceagainstwomenweremediatedby their notionsofwomenas

sex objects. Specifically, frequency of exposure tomen’s lifestyle
magazines that objectifywomen, realityTVprograms that objec-

tify women, and pornography predicted more objectified cogni-

tions aboutwomen,which, in turn, predicted stronger attitudes
supportive of violence against women.

Keywords Pornography !Men’s magazines !Reality TV !
Objectification !Violence ! 3AM

Introduction

Millions of women in the United States are sexually assaulted at
somepoint in their lives andperpetrators of female sexual assault

are almost always male (Breiding et al., 2014). A recent White

House Council Report on Women and Girls called attention to
sexualassaultoncollegecampuses(WhiteHouseCouncil,2014).

The report cited randomized, campus level research conducted at

two largepublic universitieswhich found that approximatelyone
in five women had experienced completed or attempted sexual

assault since entering college (Krebs, Lindquist, Warner, Fisher,

&Martin, 2009). Sexual assault was defined as unwanted sexual
contact that could include touching of a sexual nature, oral sex,

sexual intercourse, anal sex, or sexual penetrationwith afinger or

object (Krebs et al., 2009).
Whycollegiatemensexuallyaggressagainst their femalepeers

isnoteasilyexplained.Sexualassaultistheresultofaconfluenceof

factors (Malamuth, Linz, Heavey, Barnes, & Acker, 1995). One
factorthathasoftenbeensuggestedismen’sexposuretomediathat

sexually objectify women (Jensen, 2007; Rothman et al., 2012).
Experimental and survey studies have found that attitudes pre-

dictive of violence against women vary as a function of men’s

exposure to objectifyingmedia (Hald,Malamuth, &Yuen, 2010;
Mundorf,Allen,D’Alessio,&Emmers-Sommer,2007);however,

research in this area is limited in two importantways. First, despite

thefactthatwomenarefrequentlyobjectifiedinmainstreammedia
(i.e., age unrestricted, sexually nonexplicit media), most studies

have focused on pornographicmedia (i.e., age restricted, sexually

explicit media) (Allen, Emmers, Gebhardt, &Giery, 1995; Attor-
neyGeneral, 1986;Hald et al., 2010). Second, scholars haveques-

tioned why exposure to media that rarely, if ever, depict sexual
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assault would affect men’s attitudes related to sexual assault

(Ferguson&Hartley,2009;Fisher,Kohut,Gioacchino,&Fedo-
roff, 2013).

Thepresentstudyofcollegiatemen’sexposure toobjectifying

mediaandattitudessupportiveofviolenceagainstwomen(ASV)
addressed each of these limitations.1 To address the first limita-

tion, exposure to objectifying reality television (TV) and expo-

sure to mainstreammen’s magazines were assessed, in addition
to pornography exposure. To address the second limitation, the

possibilitythatobjectifyingmediaaffectASVbyincreasingmen’s
notion that women are sex objects was investigated.

Aggression Responses Approach to Media and ASV

Pornography has been the focal point of research on ASV, most

likely because pornographic media have been said to actually
depict men sexually assaulting women (Cowan, Lee, Levy, &

Snyder, 1988). But recent content analyses suggest that sexual

assault is rare in the pornography commonly consumed by
men. As one example, rape was not depicted in any scene in

Bridges,Wosnitzer, Scharrer, Sun, and Liberman’s (2010) study

of films identified as most-rented or best-selling by the Adult
VideoNetwork.Asanotherexample,rapewasnotdepictedinany

clip inGorman,Monk-Turner, and Fish’s (2010) study of video-

clips frompopular pornographywebsites. Suchfindings have led
researchers who operate from an ‘‘aggression responses’’ per-

spective (Allen et al., 1995, p. 9) to question the validity of cor-

relations between pornography consumption and ASV. From an
aggression responses perspective, the causal link between expo-

sure to sexualmediaand increases inASVis thedepictionofmen

sexually assaulting women. If sexual assault is not depicted, no
change in ASV can occur (Allen et al., 1995).

For example, in a review article, Fisher et al. (2013) mini-

mized studies finding links between popular pornography expo-
sure and ASV (i.e., Malamuth, Addison, & Koss, 2000; Mala-

muth et al., 2012) because‘‘no compelling explanation [was]

offered to conceptualize a linkage between nonviolent sexual
imagery and attitudes and behavior involving sexual violence’’

(p.4).Asanotherillustration, intheirreviewarticle,Fergusonand

Hartley(2009)statedthatbecause‘‘mostpornographyisofanon-
violentnature’’itmaybe‘‘timetorethinktherelationshipbetween

pornography and sexually assaultive behaviors’’(p. 327). Given

theprevalenceof sexual assault, the severityof its consequences,
and the impactsuchresearchers’conclusionsmayhaveonpublic

and practitioner opinion (Bushman &Anderson, 2001; Martins

et al., 2013), it is important to consider at a theoretical level

whether there is justification for the hypothesis that rape-absent

depictions may still adversely affect men’s ASV.

Female Objectification and ASV

Media often depict women as sexual objects (American Psycho-

logicalAssociation,2007;Fredrickson&Roberts,1997).Women

are depicted as sexual objects when they are assigned the role of
providing men sexual pleasure via their physical attractiveness

and sexual accessibility. Objectification reduces human beings to
entities. In the case of female sexual objectification, women are

reduced to entities whose function is male sexual gratification.

Through what mechanism and process might viewing media
that objectify women increase ASV?Wright’s (2011) script

acquisition, activation, applicationmodel (3AM) of sexualmedia

socialization provides a straightforward theoretical rationale for
both the mechanism and the process. The mechanism through

whichobjectifyingmedia are theorized toexert social influence is

the sexual script.Mediated sexual scripts provide consumerswith
socially constructed guidelines for particular sexual roles and

behaviors (Gagnon& Simon, 2005;Wright &Tokunaga, 2015).

Sexual media can provide novel scripts (acquisition), prime pre-
viously acquired scripts (activation), and encourage the personal

utilization of scripts by portraying particular sexual roles and

behaviors asnormative, appropriate, and rewarding (application).
That objectifying women is portrayed as normative, appropriate,

and rewarding for men in many mainstream and pornographic

media is well established (American Psychological Association,
2007; Bridges et al., 2010; Fredrickson&Roberts, 1997; Jensen,

2007).Theprocess throughwhichexposure toobjectifyingmedia

is theorized to affect ASV is abstract scripting. According to the

3AM, sexual media provide consumers with scripts for specific

sexual rolesandbehaviors.Abstract scriptingoccurswhencon-

sumers deduce the general principle or behavioral philosophy
guiding these specific scripts (Wright & Funk, 2014).

As stated, media often depict women as though they were

sexualobjects.Themoremenareexposedtosuchdepictions, the
more they may think of women as entities that exist for male

sexual gratification (specific scripting). This dehumanized per-

spective onwomenmay then be used to informattitudes toward
women and sexual violence (abstract scripting). For example,

menwho think thatwomenshouldbesexuallyaccessible should

also be more able to envision using force to obtain sex and to
perceive that women who violate their role as sexually sub-

servient tomenare deservingof retaliation (Burt, 1980). In sum,

exposure toobjectifyingmediamay leadmen to thinkofwomen
as sex objects, and themoremen think ofwomen as sex objects,

the more likely they should be to hold ASV.

ScholarswhohavequestionedassociationsbetweenASVand
men’s exposure to objectifying but sexual assault absent media

haveaskedforatheoreticallycompellingexplanationfortheeffect.

Each of the tenets just described (i.e., specific scripting, abstract
scripting,objectificationanddehumanization,dehumanizationand

1 Our conceptualization of attitudes supportive of violence against
women follows that of Malamuth, Hald, and Koss (2012), who defined
ASV as‘‘positive affective responses to acts such as rape, other types of
sexual aggression, andpartnerviolence; evaluative cognitions justifying
these acts; and behavioral predispositions or attractions toward such
aggressive acts’’(p. 428).
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the disinhibition of aggression) has a firm basis in theory (Allen

et al., 1995; Bandura, 2001; Check&Malamuth, 1986; Fredrick-
son &Roberts, 1997; Huesmann, 1986, Russell, 1988;Wright,

2011; Wright & Funk, 2014).

Objectification of Women in Pornography, Men’s
Magazines, and Reality TV

The objectification ofwomen in pornography has been observed

in scholarly inquiry for decades (Dines, 2006; Dworkin, 1989;
Jensen, 2007; Linz&Malamuth, 1993; Smith, 1976). As one

illustration, Monk-Turner and Purcell (1999) examined 40

pornographic films and found that women were portrayed as
indiscriminately available tomen for sexual consumption inmore

than90%ofscenes.Asanotherillustration,inapproximatelyevery

other clip in Gorman et al.’s (2010) analysis of 45 online videos,
male actors directedwomen in objectifyingways (e.g.,‘‘Get down

onyourknees.’’‘‘Get backup.’’‘‘I’mgoing tocum,get down.’’) (p.

138).Nuditywasalsomore likely for female thanmaleactors.
Two mainstream media genres that have recently been the

target of much scholarly critique for their objectification of

women aremen’s lifestyle magazines and reality TV.Maxim
and Esquiremagazines, for example, have been critiqued for

depicting women as‘‘mere sexual objects’’(Krassas, Blauw-

kamp, &Wesselink, 2003, p. 113) and constructing a‘‘male-
subject versus female-object’’heterosexual norm (Breazeale,

1994, p. 11). Similarly, Cassidy (2012) critiqued the reality

TV show Jersey Shore for promoting the‘‘objectification and
subjugation of women’’ (p. 169) and Stern (2005) criticized

the reality TV show Real World for relying on the‘‘exploita-

tion of the female body’’ (p. 14) to attract viewers. As is the
case with recent studies of sex in pornography, statements about

men’s lifestyle magazines and reality TV suggest that they

directly elevate objectification, but not sexual assault.

Present Study

To conclude, content analyses of pornography and scholarly

critiques of men’s lifestyle magazines and reality TV suggest

thatfemaleobjectificationiscommonin thesegenresbutsexual
assault is not. Accordingly, by measuring men’s exposure to

such media, notions of women as sex objects, and ASV, it is

possible to provide insight into the hypothesis that objectifying
but sexual assault absent media affects men’s ASV via their

notions of women as sex objects.

Method

Participants

Menwererecruitedfromundergraduatecoursesata largepublic
university following institutional review board approval of the

study. A total of 187 men participated in the study after volun-

tarily consenting.Participants ranged inage from18 to33 (M=
20.86years,SD=2.08). Participants identifying asWhite com-

prised 78.07% of the sample, 7.49% identified as Hispanic,

7.49%asAsian,3.21%asMiddleEastern,3.21%asBlack,and
0.53%asOther.Themajorityofparticipants identifiedasChris-

tian (56.68%), 16.04%as Jewish, 3.21%asMuslim, 0.53%as

Buddhist, and 3.21% as an alternate religion. The remaining
participants (20.32%) did not belong to any religion. All par-

ticipants were sexually attracted to women. The majority of
participants (79.75%) had engaged in sexual intercourse in the

last year.

Datawere collected via a confidential online survey.Due to
a brief misapplication of the survey link, 24 participants were

not asked about their sexual experience and magazine/reality

TV exposure. Equipment malfunctions should result in data
missing completely at random (Howell, 2014). This was the

case in the present study. The participants who were asked

about their sexual experience and magazine/reality TV expo-
sure were not demographically different from the participants

who were not. Missing data were thus imputed in hypothesis

tests (see‘‘Results’’section).

Measures

The study’s primary measures were exposure to pornography,

exposure to men’s lifestyle magazines, exposure to reality tele-

vision,notionsofwomenassexobjects, andattitudes supportive
of violence against women.

Pornography Exposure

Participants were asked how frequently they viewed pornog-

raphy in the prior year. Pornography was defined as content

appearinginanymediatedvenuethatdepictedfemalenudityand/
orgraphicsexualactsinvolvingwomensuchasintercourseororal

sex.Responseoptions varied from(1)never to (9) several timesa

day (M=5.40, SD=1.85). This definition and item were em-
ployed byWright and Tokunaga (2015).

Men’s Magazine Exposure

Participants were asked how much time they spent each week

readingmen’smagazines suchasMaximandEsquire.Response

options ranged from (1) I donot readmagazines suchas these to
(8)more than two hours (M=1.33, SD=0.92).Approximately

one in fivemen indicated at least someweekly reading. Asking

about specific magazines has been normative in past magazine
and sexual socialization research (Peter & Valkenburg, 2007;

Taylor, 2006).Maxim and Esquire were used as the particular

referents because of their popularity and because the objectifi-
cation of women in these periodicals has been noted by several
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scholars (Brunner, 2013; Johnson&Sivek, 2009;Krassas et al.,

2003; Reichert, 2007; Taylor, 2005).

Reality TV Exposure

Participants were asked how many days each week they wat-
chedrealityTVshowssuchasJerseyShoreandTheRealWorld.

Response options ranged from (1) zero to (8) seven (M=2.02,

SD=1.38). Approximately one in two men indicated at least
someweeklyviewing.Askingabout specificprogramshasbeen

normative in past reality TV and sexual socialization research
(Ferris, Smith, Greenberg, & Smith, 2007; Zurbriggen &Mor-

gan, 2006). Jersey Shore and The Real Worldwere used as the

particular referents because of their popularity and because the
objectification of women in these programs has been noted by

severalcommentators (Chrisler,Bacher,Bangali,Campagna,&

McKeigue,2012;Domoff,2013;Marechal,2014;Smith,2005).

Notions of Women as Sex Objects

Four items from Peter and Valkenburg’s (2007) assessment
of adolescents’ notions ofwomen as sexobjectswere adapted

for the adult males in the present study. Response options

varied from (1) strongly disagree to (7) strongly agree.
The items and their corresponding descriptive statistics

were:‘‘There is nothing wrong with men being interested in a

women only if she is pretty’’(M= 3.95, SD= 1.65, 43.30%of
men expressed at least modest agreement), ‘‘Sexually active

women are more attractive partners’’ (M= 4.15, SD= 1.78,

47.60% of men expressed at least modest agreement), ‘‘Un-
consciously,women alwayswant to bepersuaded to have sex’’

(M= 3.70, SD= 1.61, 34.80%ofmen expressed at leastmod-

est agreement), and ‘‘An attractive woman asks for sexual
advances’’(M=3.68,SD= 1.52, 29.40%ofmen expressed at

leastmodest agreement).Maximum likelihood factor analysis

Table 1 Zero-order correlations

Variable 2 3 4 5

1. Pornography exposure 0.07 0.02 0.22** 0.20**

2. Magazine exposure – 0.30*** 0.18* 0.25**

3. Reality TV exposure – 0.19* 0.20**

4. Objectification of women – 0.57***

5. Acceptance of violence against women –

N= 187

* p\.05; ** p\.01; *** p\.001

Age

Acceptance of
Violence against 

Women

Pornography 
Exposure

Magazine 
Exposure

Ethnicity

Religion

Reality TV
Exposure

Sexual 
Experience

OBJ1 OBJ 2 OBJ 3 OBJ 4 VIO2 VIO3 VIO4 VIO5VIO1

Objectification
of Women

Fig. 1 The proposed conceptual
model of the link between
objectifying media exposure and
attitudes supportive of violence
against women through notions
of women as sex objects. OBJ1to
OBJ4 refer to the four indicators
of the latent objectification of
women construct. VIO1 toVIO5
refer to the five indicators of the
latent acceptance of violence
against women construct
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using the Kaiser’s eigenvalue[1 criterion for extraction indi-

cated that the items were grouped into a single factor (eigen-

value= 2.22, variance accounted for= 55.47%, Cronbach’s
alpha= .73). Descriptive statistics when the items were aver-

aged to form an index were:M= 3.87, SD= 1.22.

Attitudes Supportive of Violence Against Women

Five items from Burt’s (1980) research were used to assess

attitudes supportiveofviolenceagainstwomen.Responseoptions
varied from (1) strongly disagree to (7) strongly agree.

The itemsand their correspondingdescriptive statisticswere:

‘‘Being roughed up is sexually stimulating to many women’’
(M=3.83,SD=1.63,37.40%ofmenexpressedat leastmodest

agreement),‘‘Many times a woman will pretend she doesn’t

want tohaveintercoursebecauseshedoesn’twant toseemloose,
but she’s really hoping themanwill force her’’(M=3.21, SD=

1.62, 23.50% of men expressed at least modest agreement),

‘‘Sometimes theonlywayamancangetacoldwomanturnedon
is to use force’’(M=2.24, SD=1.45, 9.60%ofmen expressed

at leastmodest agreement),‘‘Whenwomengo aroundbraless or

wearing short skirts and tight tops, they are just asking for
trouble’’ (M=4.17, SD=1.78, 52.40% of men expressed at

leastmodest agreement),‘‘Awomanwho is stuck-up and thinks

she is toogood to talk toguyson the streetdeserves tobe taughta
lesson’’(M=2.42,SD=1.71,16.00%ofmenexpressedat least

modest agreement). Maximum likelihood factor analysis using

theKaiser’seigenvalue[1criterion forextraction indicated that

the items were grouped into a single factor (eigenvalue=2.39,
variance accounted for=47.73%, Cronbach’s alpha= .72).

Descriptive statistics when the items were averaged to form an

index were:M=3.17, SD=1.13.

Results

The purpose of this studywas to examine the tenability of a

theoreticalmodelwhereinmenwhoaremore frequently exposed
to pornography, men’s magazines, and reality TV have stronger

notions of women as sex objects, which in turn, promote ASV.

Zero-order correlations between these variables are shown
in Table 1. A structural equation model was used to test the

paths from objectifyingmedia exposure to notions of women

as sex objects and, in turn, the path to ASV (see Fig. 1).
Multiple imputation with the linear regression method was

usedtoaccountforthemissingdatabypredictingplausiblevalues

for those scores assumed to be missing at random. The mea-
surement and structuralmodelswerefit to the imputeddataset.A

confirmatory factor analysis was first conducted to test the fit of

the measurement model. Pornography exposure, men’s maga-
zine exposure, and reality TV exposure were treated as three

independentobservedvariables, notionsofwomenas sexobjects

was a latent variable thatmeasured four indicators, andASVwas

Objectification
of Womenh

Aged

.87***

.02

Acceptance of
Violence against 

Womeni

Pornography 
Exposurea

Magazine 
Exposureb

Ethnicitye

Religionf

Reality TV
Exposurec

Sexual 
Experienceg

.24**

.20**

.15* 

-.02

-.09

-.15

-.26***

.04

.05

.14

.25 .72

Fig. 2 Mediation of objectifying media exposure on attitudes support-
ive of violence against women through notions ofwomen as sex objects.
Note The parameter estimates provided in the model are standardized
coefficients; the italicizedestimates at the top right of each latent
endogenous variable reflect the variance explained (R2)by the linear
combination of the predictors.a, b, cHigher scores = more exposure.

dHigher scores = older. eWhite = 0, other ethnicities = 1. fNo religious
affiliation = 0, Religious affiliation = 1. gDid not have intercourse last
year = 0, hadintercourse last year = 1. hHigher scores = more objec-
tification of women. iHigher scores = moreacceptance of violence
against women. *p\.05, **p\.01, ***p\.001
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asecond latent factor thatmeasuredfive indicatorvariables.Prior

researchsuggested that age, ethnicity, religious status, andsexual
experience may confound relationships between objectifying

media exposure andattitudes towardwomen (Ward,Merriwether,

&Caruthers, 2006;Wright&Funk, 2014). Accordingly, these
variables were also included in the measurement model and

allowedtocovaryfreelywiththeobservedandlatentvariables.The

fit of the model was acceptable, v2(75)=103.08, p= .02, CFI=
0.94, RMSEA=0.045, 90%CI [0.020, 0.065], SRMR=0.05.

The proposed hypotheses were tested in the structural equa-
tion model. Paths were estimated from pornography exposure,

men’smagazineexposure,andrealityTVexposure tonotionsof

women as sex objects, and a path fromnotions ofwomen as sex
objects toASVwasalsoestimated.Thestructuralmodelshowed

acceptablefit to thedata,v2(76)=113.06,p= .004,CFI=0.92,

RMSEA=0.051, 90% CI [0.030, 0.070], SRMR=0.06. The
standardized coefficients for each estimated path are shown in

Fig. 2. The results demonstrated that the paths from pornogra-

phy exposure (b=0.24, SE=0.08, p= .001), men’s magazine
exposure (b=0.20, SE=0.08, p= .008), and reality TV expo-

sure (b=0.15, SE=0.08, p= .05) to objectification of women

were all at or below the significance threshold. Thus, more fre-
quent exposure to objectifying media was associated with

strongernotionsofwomenassexobjects.Thepath fromnotions

of women as sex objects to ASVwas also significant (b=0.87,
SE=0.06, p\.001). Men who viewed women as sex objects

had attitudes more supportive of violence against women.

The direct effect of pornography,men’smagazine, and reality
TV exposure on ASV was tested in a second structural equation

model. The fit of the structural model with the direct effects was

acceptable, v2(73)= 103.08, p= .01, CFI= 0.94, RMSEA=
0.051, 90%CI [0.030, 0.070], SRMR=0.05. However, the rela-

tive contribution of the three additional paths was nonsignificant,

Dv2(3)=3.16,p= .37.Therefore, the relationship betweenobjec-
tifying media exposure and attitudes supportive of violence

against women was fully mediated by notions of women as sex

objects.
Indirect effect estimates of the mediation test were obtained

from a 5000 bias-corrected bootstrapping resampling procedure.

Age, ethnicity, religious status, and sexual experiencewere again
included in the mediation test as covariates of both the mediator

and the outcome variable. The indirect effect estimate, and con-

sequently the mediation, is significant if its bias-corrected 95%
confidence interval does not contain zero. The results indicated

that notions ofwomen as sex objectsmediated the relationship

between pornography exposure and ASV (indirect effect [IE]=
0.074, SE=0.026, 95% CI [0.024, 0.127]), the relationship

between men’s magazine exposure and ASV (IE=0.134, SE=

0.080, 95% CI [0.001, 0.300]), and the relationship between
reality TV exposure and ASV (IE=0.075, SE=0.039, 95%CI

[0.007, 0.159]).

Discussion

The prevalence of sexual assault in the U.S. has led to a recent
Presidential Proclamation and White House report calling for

increased awareness and commitment to prevention. Both com-

munications directed attention to sexual assault on college cam-
puses(Officeof thePressSecretary,2012;WhiteHouseCouncil,

2014). Given that men are the primary perpetrators of sexually

aggressiveactsagainstwomen(Breidingetal., 2014), it is imper-
ative to identify factors that increase men’s probability of com-

mitting sexual assault.

The sexual objectification of women in media has long been
argued to affectmen’s attitudes inways that could disinhibit

sexually violent behavior (AttorneyGeneral, 1986).Data con-

sistentwith this premisehavebeengeneratedusing avarietyof
methodological approaches (Allen et al., 1995; Hald et al.,

2010).Yet, this literature’s emphasis on pornography and lack

of theoretical explication for why depictions that do not feature
sexual assault should still affect attitudes related to sexual aggres-

sion have been persistent. The emphasis on pornography has lim-

ited an understanding of the varieties of media that may affect
men’s attitudes supportive of violence against women orASV

(Seto, Maric, & Barbaree, 2001). The lack of explanation and
empirical investigation of psychological mechanisms under-

lying associations between exposure to objectifying but sex-

ually assault absent media and ASV has led to persistent
questions about the validity of this relationship (Allen et al.,

1995; Ferguson & Hartley, 2009; Fisher et al., 2013).

The present study of collegiate males was carried out in
response to these limitations. First, exposure to men’s magazi-

nessuchasMaximandEsquireand to realityTVprogramssuch

as Jersey Shore and Real World were assessed, in addition to
exposure to pornography. Such magazines and TV programs

wereconsideredofanalytical importbecauseof the recentatten-

tion they have garnered from media scholars and because very
little prior research appears to have associated exposure to these

mediawithASV (Brunner, 2013; Cassidy, 2012;Chrisler et al.,

2012; Johnson&Sivek, 2009;Krassas et al., 2003; Stern, 2005;
Taylor, 2005). Second, notions of women as sex objects was

explored as a mediator between exposure to men’s magazi-

nes, reality TV, and pornography and ASV. According to the

3AM, sexual media provide consumers with scripts for specific

sexual behaviors and roles, the principles of which may be

abstracted and applied to behaviors and roles that were not
depicted (Wright, 2011; Wright & Funk, 2014; Wright, Mala-

muth,&Donnerstein, 2012). The specific script that objectifying

media provide men is that women are sexual instruments that
should behave in ways that facilitate men’s sexual gratification

(Brooks, 1995; Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997; Wright, 2012).

Thus, inobjectifyingmediawomen’sroleasasourceofmalesex-
ual pleasure is emphasized and their humanity is deemphasized.
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After having internalized the messages of male sexual privilege

and female dehumanization, it should be easier for men to envi-
sion imposing themselves sexually on women and reacting

punitively to women who frustrate their sexual goals.

Consistent with these theoretical postulates, in the present
study, notions of women as sex objects mediated associations

between pornography, men’s magazine, reality TV exposure,

and ASV.Menwhowere more frequently exposed to pornog-
raphy, men’s magazines, and reality TV were more likely to

perceive women as sex objects than men who were less fre-
quently exposed to thesemedia. And,menwhoweremore apt

toperceivewomenassexobjectswerealsomorelikely toagree

with statements such as ‘‘Sometimes the only way a man can
get a coldwoman turnedon is touse force’’and‘‘Awomanwho

isstuck-upandthinksshe is toogoodto talk toguysonthestreet

deserves to be taught a lesson’’ (Burt, 1980). Such attitudes
havebeenfoundtopredict sexuallyaggressiveinclinationsand

behaviors in both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies

(Hald et al., 2010).

Limitations and Future Directions

The cross-sectional nature of the present study leaves open the

possibility of reverse-causality. In otherwords, it is possible that

men who believe that violence against women is acceptable in
part rationalize this attitude by conceptualizingwomen as noth-

ingmore than sexobjects and then selectmedia that confirm this

objectified stance onwomen (i.e., ASV? notions ofwomen as
sex objects? objectifying media exposure).2 Three waves of

longitudinal data are needed to rigorously test the temporal-

sequencing proposed by the present study (i.e., objectifying
media exposure? notions ofwomen as sex objects?ASV). It

is important to note, however, that there already is longitudinal

research on objectifyingmedia exposure and notions of women
assexobjectsandsexualaggressionthat issupportiveof the tem-

poral-sequencing proposed by the present study (Brown &

L’Engle, 2009; Peter & Valkenburg, 2009).
An additional alternative explanation for the results of the

present study is that objectifying media exposure, notions of

women as sex objects, and ASV are all caused by some third
variable. No correlational study—whether cross-sectional or

longitudinal—can ever rule out all possible third variable

confounds. To rigorously address the third variable problem,

experimental research is needed. Although this is an impor-

tant caveat, it shouldbementioned that experimental research
with objectifying media as stimuli has already demonstrated

effects onmen’s objectification attitudes andASV (Kistler&

Lee, 2010; Wright & Tokunaga, 2015).
An additional avenue for future research is the assessment of

individual differences (Kingston, Malamuth, Fedoroff, & Mar-

shall, 2009).Becauseevolutionwouldhave favoredmenattracted
toyoung,beautiful, sexuallyavailablewomen(i.e., fertile,healthy

women who maximize reproductive rewards while minimizing
investment costs), it can be argued that certain elements of objec-

tifyingmediaappeal toa‘‘normal’’male fantasy (Buss&Schmidt,

1993;Malamuth,1996;Wright&Bae,2016).But somemenmay
be more likely than others to mistake fantasy for reality and to

possess beliefs facilitative of sexual antagonism toward real-life

womenwhodonot behave likewomen in objectifyingmedia.An
experimental study by Bogaert, Woodward, and Hafer (1999)

speaks to the question of individual differences in the fantasy–

reality disconnect. In this study, undergraduate men viewed
various types of pornography and then interacted with a female

confederate. Exposure to rapemyth congruent depictions increa-

sed the sexually suggestive behavior of lower IQmenonly. Itwas
theorized thatmore intelligentmen are less likely to deem scripts

fromentertainmentmediaasappropriateguidesforreal-lifeoppo-

sitesexinteractions.AstudyofnaturalisticexposurebyMalamuth
etal.(2012)speakstothequestionofbeliefsmenbringtotheview-

ing experience that may affect how objectifying media impact

their attitudes towardwomen. In this study, youngmen attending
post-high school educational institutions in the U.S. were sur-

veyed. Pornography exposure was assessed, as were ASV. The

associationbetweenpornographyexposure andASVwas strongest
amongmenwho exhibited a hostile approach to gender relations

andapromiscuousapproachtosex.Exposuretodepictionsofsex-

ually available, nondiscriminating women in media could lead
menalreadyhostile towomentobecomeevenmoresowhenthey

consider the behavior of real-lifewomenwho refuse to play their

part in these men’s casual sex script.
The following future research directions are also important.

First, while television still dominates the media use of college-

aged individuals (Nielsen, 2014a) and lifestyle magazines target-
ing youngermen still report substantial rate bases (Esquire, 2015;

Maxim, 2015), the mainstream media landscape is diversifying

andevolving. Itwillbe important for futurestudies toassessmen’s
exposure to objectifying depictions of women across both tradi-

tional and emergentmainstreammedia (Nielsen, 2014b). Second,

while studies of the effects of objectifying media have most often
useditemsfromBurt(1980)toassessASV(Haldetal.,2010;Mun-

dorf et al., 2007), andwhile scores on these items are predictive of

collegiateandothermen’ssexuallyaggressivebehavior(Anderson
& Anderson, 2008; Carr & VanDeusen, 2004; Kjellgren, Priebe,

Svedin, & Langstrom, 2010; Vega & Malamuth, 2007; Yost &

Zurbriggen, 2006), future studies shouldconsider employingaddi-
tional assessments. Payne,Lonsway, andFitzgerald (1999) argued

2 This selective exposure model, tested using structural equationmodeling,
demonstratedmoderatefit to thedata,v2(81)=118.67,p= .004,CFI=0.92,
RMSEA=0.050, 90% CI [0.029, 0.067], SRMR=0.05. Analogous to the
media effects model, the covariates (i.e., age, ethnicity, religion, sexual
experience) were modeled as predictors of objectification of women and
objectifying media exposure. The path from acceptance of violence against
women to objectification of women was significant (b=0.82, SE=0.05,
p\.001). Additionally, objectification of womenwas a significant correlate
ofpornographyexposure(b=0.27,SE=0.08,p\.001),magazineexposure
(b=0.31, SE=0.08, p\.001), and reality TV exposure (b=0.26, SE=
0.08, p= .002).
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that the Illinois Rape Myth Acceptance Scale improves upon the

clarity and wording of Burt’s items. Gerger, Kley, Bohner, and
Siebler (2007) argued that the Acceptance of Modern Myths

about Sexual Aggression Scale assessesmore subtle and covert

cognitions supportive of sexual violence than those assessed by
Burt’s items. Regarding collegiate males specifically, Burgess

(2007) contended that the items comprising the Rape Attitudes

and Beliefs Scale are more sensitive to the dynamics of sexual
aggression in thecollegecontext thanBurt’s items.Third, future

studies shouldcompare theeffectsofhighlyexplicit content that
has been argued to not objectifywomen (e.g., content from ero-

sexotica.com;Wright & Funk, 2014) with the effects of highly

explicit content that has been identified as objectifying (see
Bridges et al., 2010; Dines, 2010, for examples).

Conclusion

Recentdatasuggestthatmale-on-femalesexualassault isaserious

problemonU.S. collegecampuses and in theU.S. in general.
Respondingtotheneedforresearchonthevarietiesofobjectifying

media thatmay affectmen’sASVand identificationofmediating

mechanisms, the present study tested whether notions of women
as sex objects mediated associations between men’s exposure to

pornography, men’s magazines, reality TV, and ASV. Themore

men reported exposure to these media, the stronger were their
notions of women as sex objects, and the stronger their notions

were of women as sex objects, the more they expressed ASV.

These results are consistent with prior experimental and longitu-
dinal studies examining direct associations between objectifying

media exposure, notions of women as sex objects, ASV, or sex-

ually aggressive behavior.3

Although the present study may be the first to examine expo-

sure to reality TV, pornography, men’s magazines, notions of

womenassexobjects, andASVtogether inamediatedmodel, the
resultswereconsistentwithprior research.Furthermore, although

heretoforeuntested, the suggestionof notions ofwomen as sex

objects as the link between objectifying media and ASV is con-

sistentwithprior theoretical articulations.Whenconsidered in the
totality of prior research and theory, therefore, the results of the

present studysuggest thatmedia thatdonotdepict sexual assault

but that doobjectifywomenmaystill affectmen’sASVthrough
the acquisition and activation of sexual scripts that objectify

women.
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